Topics:
English:
Comprehension:
- A letter from a sailor – Unit 9
- Millie’s London Dairy – Unit 13
Literature:
- The Prince and the Pauper – Chapter 5 & 6
Grammar:
- Pronouns
- Use of “Some and “any”
- Prefixes (recap)
- Suffixes
Creative Writing:
- Descriptive writing (reinforcement)
- Letter writing
Journal writing – Hand writing:
- Weekly
Listening and spellings:
- Weekly
Science:
- Electrical circuits
- Conductors and insulators of electricity
Mathematics:
- Fractions
- Equivalent Fractions
- Simplest form of fractions.
Islamiat:
- Peace in prayers
- Surah –e – Nas
Social Studies:
- Earth in space

Activities / Events:
The learning and activities continued as usual in the month of March. The children put on their thinking hats and used the power of each hat to resolve a given situation.
To encourage healthy relationships, children wrote letters to their friends and posted them. The letters were later delivered by assigned postmen to the children.
Personal diaries were maintained for a week and children added daily entries in it.
Roll the dice activity enabled the students to ask questions using pronouns.
Equivalent fractions were introduced the yummy way. Different activities using skittles and chocolate bars were done to solidify their concepts.
Students worked enthusiastically and made amazing models of circuits.
They experimented with different materials to prove which materials conducted or insulated electricity.
Phases of the moon were shown on a flip book to the students.

EXTRA
Grade III’s did a presentation on “Health is Wealth” and “Harkat main Barkat”. The children did a commendable job on the stage. We appreciate the parents’ assistance in helping their kids learn their lines and by encouraging them with their presence.

Birthdays of the Month
III – North
Ismail Khalid
Fatima Rida Hassnain
Zuhair Moin

III – East
Ibrahim Khalid